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ABSTRACT

Transaction messages are those which control action at a remote point. They are used in
communication networks for such functions as surveillance of alarms, performance
monitoring, administration of data bases and tests of leased circuits.

Generic interface requirements permit full compatibility of a wide range of
telecommunications equipment with common operations systems. The specifications
cover all aspects of the interface, from connectors to messages. Existing commercial
standards are used where appropriate, including those of the Open System
Interconnection (OSI) model.

This paper covers the methods used to define the requirements and reports on the status
of work in various standards groups.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

There are many types of messages which can flow between computers. Each type is
characterized by distinctive attributes, such as the amount of data in an individual
message, the tolerable delay, the reliability of transmission, the internal structure of the
data, etc. Typical message types include file transfer, store-and-forward (electronic mail),
graphics, human-factors interfaces, real-time data transfer, financial transfer and
transactions.



This paper concentrates on transactions, which typically are short messages often
involving two-way communication between computers. Transactions are usually sporadic
and bursty; there may be long idle periods followed by periods of intense activity. Round-
trip transmission time should be short.

2.  OPERATIONS OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Today, telecommunication systems in public service are highly automated; so fully
automated, that the buildings containing the equipment are often unstaffed. All routine
operations from adding service to billing of service, together with detection of
maintenance problems and statistical measurements needed to predict the need for
additional equipment, can be carried on remotely, using centralized operations systems
connected to the computers within the telecommunications equipment by data
communications networks.

Three types of data communication predominate in telecommunications; transactions, file
transfer and human-factor interfaces.

Transactions are used to carry out specific actions between operations systems and
telecommunication equipment. For example, the telecommunications equipment may send
an alarm message to an operations system after internally detecting a failure. Or an
operation system may send a command to a unit of telecommunications equipment to
change the route of a connection, or to request a report of status. Such commands always
receive responses, if only a report that a requested action has been carried out.

File transfers are used to transfer accumulated billing data and statistics on equipment
usage to central operations systems. In the future, they will be used for data base back-up
and program down-loads.

Human-factor interfaces are used both to operations systems and to telecommunications
equipment. In both cases they often handle transactions which involve the same actions as
the transactions which take place between operations systems and telecommunications
equipment.

Each of these types of communications interfaces has distinct characteristics. Although
aspects of protocol and message structure are related, many features are specific to a
particular type. The present paper focuses on transactions, although references will be
made to the other types where relationships exist.



3.  TRANSACTION MESSAGES

The roots of the word “transactions” describe the function, which concerns “action”
which takes place across (“trans-”) an interface between two agents. Usually, but not
always, there is an exchange of two or more messages between two agents.

The designer of a transaction interface starts with a description of each action which is
originated on one side of the interface and is completed on the other. This description
may be formal or informal, expressed in a flow chart, process definition or English. In
some cases, the action may be well-known to those who must meet the interface or may
be predefined in documents which are external to the interface. But in all cases aspects of
the actions on each side of the interface are central to an unambiguous interface
description.

The simplest type of transaction is a spontaneous output of information from
telecommunications equipment to an operations system. The expected action is that the
operations system will, as appropriate, log it for later reference, associate it with related
messages, direct it to the attention of some human-factor interface, or accumulate it for
statistical analysis. Such a transaction may or may not be acknowledged. Typically, in
telecommunications, alarm messages are not acknowledged. If they are missed, a
subsequent status check will pick up major problems.

A more complex type of transaction is the command, with its accompanying
acknowledgement, normal response and error responses. A command is issued by an
operations system to direct an action in telecommunications equipment. The command is
accepted or rejected depending on checks made early in the execution of the action
process. At appropriate points in the process, one or more responses is returned, either
the normal response or responses, indicating successful completion of the intended action
or an error response indicating the cause of failure to complete the action.

The specification of the command also includes worst-case times for acceptance or
rejection and for completion. This permits the operations system to time out and take
alternate action in case the telecommunications equipment malfunctions.

Note that a complete specification of an interface includes design of error and reject
messages as well as normal messages. This is a major source of the need for a flow chart
(or equivalent) of the intended action as a specification tool. The data in the error and
reject messages must be sufficient to control the contingency actions of the system
sending the command. Thus, flow chart or equivalent information of this aspect of the
operations system is needed by the designer of the command.



Transaction messages between operations systems and telecommunication equipment are
closely related to messages between human-factor interface’s and users, when the same
actions are requested.

4.  GENERIC INTERFACES

The equipment for the telecommunications network and for the operations systems may
be provided by many suppliers. Achieving and maintaining compatibility among all
components is a major technical challenge. Generic interfaces are those which provide
compatible arrangements between equipment of diverse sources and types, so that a given
function can be carried out in the same way between any pairs of components. Success in
the enterprise of providing generic interfaces demands rigorous adherence to available
standards. In some cases, the state of the art in specification of interfaces must be
advanced.

This is a period of rapid expansion in the services that are being offered in the
telecommunications field. Data services are being redesigned to make them inexpensively
available where only telephones are now available. Customers are being offered automated
control over special networks. New services are being offered over the existing network.
Yet, the individual components of the network are intended for a long lifetime. Although
updating is possible, particularly in the growing fraction of the equipment which is
computer-controlled, changes do not take place everywhere simultaneously.
Consequently, the interfaces must be designed for change.

The challenge of the specification art is to achieve rigorous flexibility. That is, the
specifications must be written with a mix of precision and generality so that unanticipated
features can be added in a way that reinforces, rather than undermines the overall scheme.

Fortunately, several areas of computer science, notably linguistics and communications
protocols, are joining with the maturing art of telecommunications operations to make a
high level of flexability practical in a rigorous system of specification.

5.  OPEN SYSTEM INTERCONNECTION (OSI) PROTOCOLS

A protocol is a set of rules imposed by a communication system to permit the transfer of
a message or the orderly exchange of related messages between two points. The points
are usually physically separated and may also be virtual points in a complex software
environment; that is, they may be interfaces to software processes in a multiprogramming
environment.



The development of generalized, flexible protocols has been stimulated since the ’70s by
the modularized concepts of the 7 layer protocol model sponsored by the ISO (see
figure). As the state of the art advanced, it became possible in 1983 to adopt a universal
set of protocols known collectively as the “Open System Interconnection” protocols.

The objective of OSI protocols is to permit any process in any computer to exchange
messages with any other, independent of the location, hardware, intervening data network,
operating system or source language of the process, so long as all components subscribe
to the OSI standard.

The word “open” means that conventions exchanged between the designers of the two
processes are to be minimized or eliminated. Features of the protocol are automatically
negotiated among the two end communications systems and the intervening data network
elements to achieve the common set of communication services most appropriate to the
exchange of messages.

As may be expected with standards with such far-reaching goals, the art of
implementation is still growing. Standards are not complete for the top-most (Application)
layer of protocols appropriate for transactions.

Further, not-all applications require the services of all layers. For example, consider the
problem of collecting data from several shelves of similar equipment within a single
cabinet and conditioning the data in a small computer for external transmission. Only the
simpler layers of the OSI model (for example, the physical and data link layers) may be
needed for the communications within the cabinet. But additional layers may be needed
for the collection computer for the connection to the central operations system.

Similarly, within the restricted environment of a special purpose operations network under
control of a single owner, it may be desirable to establish certain conventions externally,
giving up the ability to negotiate for services which are not needed within the fixed
environment. Such decisions must be carefully reviewed to avoid surrendering the
flexibility for unanticipated expansion of function.

Fortunately, the layered model of OSI is very robust. It may be implemented piece-meal,
with layers nulled for a time and added later as services are needed. This strategy is one
which is being adopted for telecommunications operations.

A particularly important plateau is reached when the lower three layers, which determine
the network service, are specified. These layers determine the characteristics of the data
communication network, which is likely to change relatively slowly. These layers also
determine the hardware, firmware, and “front-end” software of the end systems, which are



relatively difficult to upgrade. In telecommunications operations, the X.25 specification is
used for the lower three layers.

The upper layers (session, presentation and application) will grow with experience with
OSI and as new communication services are added.

The fourth layer, the transport layer, is an adapter between the network service and the
required transport service of the upper layers. It can be expected to evolve as the
complexity of the data communications network evolves.

The specification of protocol, then consists of choosing the appropriate subsets of OSI
which are appropriate to the job at hand, while keeping a path open to ultimate growth to
the full OSI model and the potential of adding new service features as they are defined in
evolving standards. If necessary service features may be designed for a particular
application in the spirit of similar standard features, and used until appropriate standards
are made available.

6.  LAYERED LANGUAGE MODEL

Language is the set of rules which relate the intended action and the results of the action to
the contents of the message. Like protocol, the need to balance precision with flexibility
leads to a layered model; in this case, it is a five layered model (see figure).

The top layer is the pragmatic layer. The word, which is used for the top layer of natural
languages as well as for computer languages, derives from the Greek word for action. The
top layer refers to the description of the intended action discussed above; it therefore
relates the responses to the command and controls the contents of the message to assure
that all information needed to carry out the action is provided in the message.

The next layer is intermessage context. This layer controls the relation between response
messages and their associated commands, so that an operation system can recognize that
a given response is associated with a previous command and recall the data associated
with the origination of the command. This permits the operation system to complete the
task that caused the command to be generated.

The information structure layer is next. The information structure defines the names of the
data fields and names of groups of fields within a message. It is directly related to a data
structure, as used in many programming languages. It describes the contents of the
message in an abstract form, sometimes called the abstract syntax notation. Each data
field or group of data fields is described by type and by allowable content.



The next layer is the semantic layer. This is the set of translation or encoding rules by
which the values of data are converted from the form in which they exist in the computer
to the form in which they will be transferred to the target system. The word semantics,
which means sign, is sometimes used in a much broader sense to include several of the
higher layers. It is used here in its narrow sense to clarify the roles of the higher layers.

The lowest layer, called syntax means just what it means in natural languages; the rules by
which words (signs or tokens) are assembled into messages, with appropriate punctuation
or other structure to assure that they can be disassembled at the other side, with certain
relationships between words preserved. This disassembly process is usually called lexical
analysis and parsing.

When messages are formally designed in terms of these five layers, considerable flexibility
results. The engineers most familiar with the functions to be performed by a given
transaction work mostly with the top three layers; pragmatics, intermessage context and
information structure. The syntax and semantics are a compromise between
considerations of efficient transmission and translation and auxiliary requirements, such as
commonality with the human-factors interface. It is important to note that two
implementations of syntax and semantics which share a common underlying information
structure for each message can always be translated into each other.

In telecommunications operations, two syntax/semantics conventions are available: an
ASCII character string encoding derived from MML, an international standard for the
telecommunications human factors interface, and X.409, a binary digit encoding which is
often used within the upper layers of OSI.

The language layers are not completely mutually exclusive with the services of the OSI
protocol. In some cases, software services needed to implement a language may be partly
implemented a layer of the OSI model. In other cases, they may be implemented outside
the OSI model, particularly in the simpler environments.

7.  STATUS OF STANDARDS

The art of designing interfaces between telecommunication systems and operations
systems has evolved over the past 15 years. A number (of the order of ten) combinations
of protocol and language combinations have been used in various contexts, mostly
designed for specific or small sets of related purposes. It has been difficult to stabilize
because of the rapid expansion of the communications art within the computer science
field, as well as increasing expansion of the roles of operations systems.



New powerful standards are now available, as well as a certain maturity in the formulation
of operations functions. Accordingly, many in the telecommunications field are working
to provide specifications for generic transaction interfaces (as well as for file transfer and
human-factors interfaces).

Bellcore has published generic requirements covering over 300 messages, including a
description of the data fields in commands, normal responses and error responses. These
documents are prepared for our client companies for their use in interface specifications.

The T1 Committee, which is sponsored by the Exchange Carriers Society of America
(ECSA) and recognized by ANSI as the body which drafts American National Standards
for telecommunications interfaces, is preparing a series of standards covering the
interfaces between operations systems and telecommunications equipment.

The CCITT, the international standards body for telecommunications, is also continuing
to expand and update its recommendations in this area.

8.  SUMMARY

The state of the art in several related fields has matured to the point that generic
specifications can be written for broad functions with rigor and precision, yet be flexibility
to accommodate expansion of new functions and further advances in the art.

Members of several standards bodies are cooperating to make these specifications
available world-wide.

The presence of such standards should simplify the development of telecommunication
and operations systems for the provision of new customer services.



FIGURE

The 7 layer OSI model controls protocol, the rules by which the communication network
and communication subsystems, working together, carry the messages from place to
place.

The 5 layer language model controls the rules by which the meaning of the transaction
messages are encoded and decoded, related and turned into actions.


